
 

KEYMACRO is the fastest and most accurate professional password cracking software available. It cracks WPA, WPA2 passwords as well as WEP keys of all types and lengths. KEYMACRO automatically extracts the WiFi authentication string from your entire packet capture and recovers WiFi passwords by brute force, dictionary, and aircrack.
KEYMACRO comes with two GUI interfaces. If you prefer GUIs, you can use the application with all major packet capture programs. If you prefer command line mode, you can use the application in Terminal or in Wireshark. What is even better is that KEYMACRO can perform all of this on a LAN or in a WLAN. No wireless card is necessary!
It is the first program on the market to automate the cracking of both WPA and WPA2 passwords. It cracks all of them very quickly. KEYMACRO Features: * All-in-one functionality: KEYMACRO is a password cracking tool. Its primary purpose is to recover WiFi passwords. * Cracking WPA and WPA2 Passwords: KEYMACRO is the only
software that supports both WPA and WPA2 password cracking. * Cracking WEP Passwords: KEYMACRO does WEP cracking and WPA cracking at the same time! * High-quality brute-force dictionary: KEYMACRO uses a state-of-the-art dictionary to crack WPA and WPA2 WiFi passwords. It is the most effective tool on the market. * Wide
range of supported packet capture programs: KEYMACRO works with all major packet capture programs. You can use it with WinPcap, Wireshark, and others. * Automatic WEP and WPA extraction: KEYMACRO will extract the entire WEP or WPA authentication string from your packet capture file. * Compatible with most WEP and WPA
passwords: KEYMACRO is compatible with all of the most popular WEP and WPA passwords, including WPA TKIP and WPA2 AES. * Supports WEP and WPA password brute-force dictionary attacks: KEYMACRO supports dictionary attacks for WEP and WPA password recovery. The dictionary can be updated as needed using the
configuration file. * Supports SSH brute-force dictionary attacks: KEYMACRO supports SSH dictionary attacks to crack SSH WPA passwords. * Supports SSH bruteforce attack against WPA, WPA2, and WPA TKIP passwords: KEYMAC 70238732e0 imagic hotel reservation 4.53 full with crack
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ZDT includes a complete set of special characters to make writing down words and numbers with ease. You can also add or modify shortcuts to create a custom keyboard layout. ZDT CHINESE DICTIONARY: Combined dictionary database from QQ, Sina, Netease, and Baidu. Offline dictionary database. Stroke order diagrams. Support for
Traditional and Simplified Chinese. Examine the Chinese characters in the dictionary database. ADD / REMOVE ENGLISH WORDS: Store English words separately from Chinese words, and remove English words that you've already seen. SHOW/HIDE PASTEBOARD: Show/hide the Pinyin and English words you've pasted. USING NEW
DICTIONARY: Use a different dictionary than the one you normally use. KEEP / CREATE / REMOVE FLASHCARDS: Create new sets of flashcards with custom categories and an image. SHOW / HIDE COMMON AND LOW-FREQUENCY CHARACTERS: Show/hide common and low-frequency Chinese characters. SHOW/HIDE TEST
RESULTS: Display test results for current and all previous tests. AUTO BACKUP: Automatically back up the database when you exit ZDT. SHOW/HIDE HANGUL CHARS: Show/hide the Hangeul characters in Traditional Chinese mode. SHOW/HIDE KOREAN CHARS: Show/hide the Korean characters in Traditional Chinese mode.
SHOW/HIDE TRADITIONAL CHINESE CHARS: Show/hide the Traditional Chinese characters in Traditional Chinese mode. SHOW/HIDE EASTERN CHINESE CHARS: Show/hide the Eastern Chinese characters in Traditional Chinese mode. SHOW/HIDE JAPANESE CHARS: Show/hide the Japanese characters in Traditional Chinese
mode. SEARCH IN MAIN MENU: Search in the Chinese characters database or in the English and Chinese dictionary databases. FILTERING: Advanced filtering options for searching through the dictionary. SHOW FLASHCARDS: Display the flashcards on screen, even if they're off-screen. COLORS: Colorize the background based on the test
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